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By Bill Weisenbach
For children, at least for mine, my grand‐children
and I suspect for many of yours, Bayside has meant
one thing above all else: freedom! A place where
children simply yell out, “I’m going to the
playground,” and parents call back, “OK, look both
ways when you cross the street.” Parents know that
their kids are safe here in Bayside, that Bayside is a
community that looks out for one another, and
where children form life‐long friendships, some,
even lifelong marriages.
But, let me tell you about Ann Einstein. Ann and
Blair Einstein decided to settle here in Bayside when
an opportunity to buy the building that is now the
Blair Agency arose in 1973. Ann served as the
postmistress for the 15 weeks each summer that the Belfast Post Office extension functioned, and Blair set up and
ran a deli and ice cream shop. The post office generated foot traffic and the deli satisfied other needs.
But more importantly for today’s purposes, the building’s strategic location
made it a natural place to monitor playground activity, and Ann’s personality
made her a natural – she learned most kids’ names, she made sure new
children were partnered with others to play, she broke up occasional
disputes and help negotiate settlements, she kept a large quantity of Band‐
Aids to treat the cuts inflicted by the then wooden seats on the swings and
the many splinters, pinches and brush burns delivered by the risky seesaw
that once stood where the beautiful children’s garden now presides. Ann was
every kid’s favorite resource and friend and an endless source of Tootsie
Pops. From 1974 until her cancer diagnosis in mid‐summer 1987, Ann kept
the peace and made every Bayside child feel special. Her untimely death was
an enormous loss to us all and her very overcrowded memorial service
(thank God there were no fire marshals there) bore witness to our
community’s love for her.
Shortly thereafter, and wanting to honor her in some appropriate way, several families joined together to raise
funds and make improvements to the playground by adding a modest climbing apparatus, repairing the merry‐go‐
round, eliminating the dangerous seesaw and old sliding board and swapping out the wood swing seats for the much
less dangerous ones you see today.
That was 30 years ago. Today we dedicate this new,
beautiful structure, with enormous thanks to the
creativity and gifts of all those who made it
possible. But most especially we dedicate it to the
continuing memory of Ann, whose spirit and love
enriched the lives of so many children, many now
parents themselves, whose children continue to
yell, “I’m going to the playground,” and parents
know all will be well. Thank you, Ann.
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